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0. Iatroductitm 
Let s and rl,. . ., r, be positive integers. Let S, = ix,, < xl, < - - * < x,,,), i = 
1 *. . ., s, be sequences of integers and let 0, = fx,, - _xk, 113 6 k <j s I,) be thcit 
difference sets. We shah say that the system ,S = (S, S2,. . ,, S,) is perfect if 
Each D‘ is called a component of the system. A perfect system of difference sets is 
caifed regular if rl = r2 = - - - = r, = r. We shall then speak of a perfect (I, s)-system. 
In this paper, wz present a partial answer to the following question: for which 
uulwes of r and s do perfect (r, s)-sy.stems exist ? The authors want to take this 
opportunity to express their gratitude to Professor Paul Erdiis, whr, first formulated 
this problem to them during a friendly discussion. 
We shah use the notation 
In particular, we shah write d, ’ = d& for the “maximal difference” 
ti each component; i := 1, , . ., s. 
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‘I’k~rem 1.1. Let S be a perfect (r, s)-system. 7lren r -=z 5. If r = 4, then s 3 2. 
proof. With S, Si and d:, defined above, WL: have, by @.I), 
and 
&‘-’ = xv-l.i - X0.4 =zd;i=d;-d; 
i-0 
r-1 
d;-’ = 1Tr.i - X1.i = 2 d;i = d: - d&i* 
j-1 
so that 
‘32 (I:-,% (dL-+diJ. 
1-l 
The 3s terms of the sum (1.2) being all different, we must have the inequality 
ri: (di f d&’ + &f’) 
4-l 
S(‘;l)sS[(r;f)5_1]+ .*‘+[(r:1)s--(3S-l)] (1.3! 
= f[3rV+ 3rsz - 9s* + 3s). 
. 
But cokderir,g the rs differences di’ and the (r - 1)s differences ds, we have by 
(1.1) and (1.2), 
The (Zrs - s) terms of the sum (1.4) being all different, we have thr: inequality 
$(d;+d;;‘+d;;‘)a2~‘h = 
4=1 h=1 
Il.3 
= j(2rs - s)(2rs - s + 1). 
Comparing (1.3) anal (l-5:), we obtain 
3r2s2 -I- 3rsL - 9s2 + 3s b (2rs - s)(2rs -- s + 1) 
Or 
0 2 (r2 - 7r + ft.&r f 2(r - 2). (I.$61 
Ef r > 5, (1.6) is satisfied by no acceptable value of S. Xf I = 4, (1.6) b~&mes 
0 :S - 2s i 4, i.e. s Z 2. 
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Theorem 2.1. If s = 2 or 3 (mod 4), fhen fhere is no perfect (2, s)-system. 
Preof. If P =t 2, then each component D, of the (2, s)-system S consists of threle 
. 
dtffereaces, d&, a:, and $:, satisfying the relation ti&+ d:, = df. TheIn 
Efw,fd&+ djt) = x:atd3 =: M. But tht: sum of all differences of S is c’?_, Jr ::= 
4(3s)(3s -t l), so that (3s)(% + 1) = 4A4, i.e. (3s)(3s + 1) =O (mod 4). 
If s is even, then 3s 13 0 (mod 41, SO that s = 0 (mod 4). If s is odd, theln 
(3s f 1) = 0 (mod 41, so that s = 1 (mod 4). 
Theorem 2.2. If s =Z 0 or 1 (mod 4). then there exisfs at leasr one (2, s)-system. 
Proof. By Skolem [I] (see Theorems 1 and 2, p. 57), ii s = 0 or I (mod 4), then there 
exists a sequence (c,), j = I,. . ., 2.9, where each integer i of the set (1,. . ., s) appears 
exactly twice and does so in such a way that, if i = cil = c,, then 1 jz - j, I= i. From 
such a sequence (ci) we can define, for i = 1,. . ., s, 
d;,= i, 
d:, = S + min{j 1 Cj = i}, 
dj = s -t max(i 1 #c, = I). 
Then df= d&+d:,, i = 1 , . . ., s, and we have a perfect (2 - s)-system. 
3. 
_‘heurem 3.3, 1’s E {2,3), then there is no perfe<.r (3, s)-system. 
P-f, We shall represent he component D, of a perfect (3, s)-system as foflows: 
Let r: and o denote even and odd differences of Di respectively. Then, considering 
only the parity of the differences, Di must be of ‘one of the following 8 types: 
& CO & w 
& E 0 N w w E & 
E E E E O’E w E 0 w w 08 
0 0 & E 
E w ulr E 0 & E w 
E E w u E & E w w U w E 
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Note that D* contains either 6, 3 or 2 even differences. Let a, p and y be the 
number of components of S that confain 6,3 anId 2 even diffrrences respectively. 
Then the total number of components is 
a+g+y-s (3-U 
and, of the 6s differences of S, exactly 
60+3/3+2y=;@)=3s i (3.2) 
are ecwen. From (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain that y = 3a. So by (3.1), if s E (2,3}, then 
a = y = 0 and /3 = s, i.e. each component has exactly three even differences and is 
of one of the following four types: 
In each of these types, the largest even difference is the sum of the other two. If we 
consider oniy the even differences and divide them by 2, we obtGn a perfect 
(2,s)~system. But by Theorem 2.1 such systems do not exist for s = 2 or 3 (mod 4). 
So there is no perfect (3,2)-or (3,3)-system. 
ihmple 3.2. A perfect (3,1)-system exists, namely 
6 
4 5 
1 3 2 
and several perfect (3,4)-systems exis: ike the following three: 
24 23 21 18 
19 22 13 16 9 20 15 14 
2 17 5 7 6 10 1 S 12 ~4 11 3 
24 23 21 17 
16 18 20 22 12 14 13 15 
610811937592114 
24 23 21 17 
14 18 20 22 12 16 13 15 
6 8 10 1 19 3 5 7 9 2 11 4 
I%& it is not known for which values of s > 4 perfect (3, s)-systems exist. 
4. 
ciorem 4.1. if s is odd, then there is no (4, s)-system. 
Proof. Since r = 4, each compuncnt has 10 differences and the whole system has 
10s differences. For fixed i, iet pi be the number of even numbers in S,. Since & 
cont~ ins 5 numbers, exactly 5 - pi of them are odd. So D, contains p, (5 - p,) odd 
differences. But pi(5-p,) is itself an even number. So each D, contains an even 
number of odd differences and the whole system contaian cfsl pi{5 - Q,) = $(lOs) = 
5s odd differences. Hence 5s is even and s must be eden, 
Thearem 4.2. Let S be a perfect (4, s)-system. Then s 2 4. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show that sf 2. Suppose S is a perfect 
(4,2)-system. Then 
Hence d: + d 1 a 39. 
Since d: and df are two distinct numbers in (1 , . . .,2(t), we may assume that 
&=20 and di= 19. (4.1) 
NOW, as noted in the proof of Theorem I .I (cf. (1.4)) 
(4-2) 
But the sum of the twc sides of (4.2) is the sum of all the diflerences of S, which is 
20 
z] i = g?!I!$(Zl)= 210. 
i-1 
So each term of (4.2) is equal to 105. So we have 
(dl, d& d:,/ i = 1,2) = (21?, 19,18,17,16,15). (4.3) 
IR view of the assumption (al), we shall now consider the possible values of dk 
and dL 
If d:z= 18. then d& = 1 and dL = 15 (for if d& > 15, then d:, > 14, which is 
contrary to (43)). Henec: d& = 4. But (dh, d :,) = { 17,16), so that one of d& ano d :I 
is also 4. Contradiction. 
Sr, we may ~sume that none of d& and d: is 18. iif dL = 17, then & = 2. But 
none of &, and & js then 28, ibc) that one of d& and dir is a’jso 2. Contradiction 
$$o we may atg,um that none of diz and dL is I& or 37. So they mud be 16 and 1% 
w t&+t (&,&} = ($2). IBut thc.n (dk d:,) s {ia, 171, arId thw WL 44 z iJ,2). 
~m&ictim. ‘fhis comptetes the proof of Theorem 2. 
The present paper provides m answer to the question of existence of perfect 
(r. B )-systems, except for the following cases 
t=3 and ~25 
t=4 and seven, s&4 
which need further investigation. 
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